SANCHAR NIGAM EXECUTIVE’S ASSOCIATION(INDIA)
Rajasthan Telecom Circle, Jaipur
No: SNEA(I)/ Rajasthan/ 2015-16/46

Dated: 04/08/2015

To,
Chief General Manager
Rajasthan Telecom Circle
Jaipur.
Our 3rd Circle executive committee meeting of SNEA (I) Rajasthan Circle was held at Jaipur on
02.08.2015. CEC passed the following resolutions unanimously:
1. Many of the SSAs are not maintaining separate CR cell. Confidential report cell should be
operative in every SSA, so that holding of DPCs work may not hamper due to want of CRs well in
time.
2. Newly appointed TTAs should be posted in field units so that network maintenance work can
run smoothly.
3. There should be separate tender for Rigger to attend the GSM tower network fault promptly to
reduce the outage of GSM network.
4. Drive test meter should be provided to every SSA to enable them for regular drive test for better
maintenance of GSM net work
5. There is acute shortage of single phase power plants in Rajasthan Circle. So procurement of
single phase power plant should be done at an earliest for rural areas.
6. There is acute shortage of Drop wire in Rajasthan Circle. During rainy season more drop wire is
required to maintain out-door network, without drop wire NTC work is also hampering badly. So
adequate quantity of drop wire should be procured immediately.
7. Optical fiber cable and splicing kits are running short since long in Rajasthan Circle, due to
shortage of these stores. Our transmission network maintenance work is suffering badly. So this
essential store should be procured immediately.
8. Cable low insulation test meters are also running short in Rajasthan Circle. In Jaipur SSA only one
meter is in working condition. Without this meter localization of cable fault is not possible. So
adequate quantity of this low insulation test meter should be procured earliest to ensure
prompt maintenance at outdoor network.

9.

Improper utilization of human resources in Rajasthan Circle. There are only three sanctioned
post of JAG at Kota. But as on date five JAG are working. One Addl. G.M. Mr. N.L.Meena is under
transfer to Jhalawar since last five month but still he is working at Kota. Sh. J.P. Meena, DGM
(CMTS) had been transferred to Bharatpur in lieu of Mr. Govind Singhal, Addl. G.M.(CM) Kota.
He was transferred from Bharatpur to Kota. After some days orders of Mr. J.P. Meena has been
cancelled and posted back on same post as DGM (CMTS) Kota. Mr. Govind Singhal is also looking
after the post of TDM Bundi from Kota. At one station five JAGs are working against three
sanctioned post, on other side SSA like Churu, Tonk are running without SSA head.

It is requested that please looking in to these vital issues of procurement of stores and improper
utilization of human resources personally and resolve these issue immediately, so that company can
run smoothly.

-sd(S.S.Rajput)
Circle Secretary,
SNEA(I),Rajasthan.
Copy to:
1. Mr. K.Sebastin, General Secretary, SNEA(I),Delhi

